From: Angela Foulston [mailto:angela.foulston@yorlmcltd.co.uk]
Sent: 29 September 2017 14:21
To: Seema Nagpaul <seema@vermas.co.uk>; LMC <lmc@forrestburlinson.co.uk>; Office Wakefield LMC
<lmc@wakefieldlmc.co.uk>; HUMBERSIDE, Lmc Group (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
<humberside.lmcgroup@nhs.net>
Cc: Leeds LMC <mail@leedslmc.org>
Subject: PCSE – OUTSTANDING REGISTRAR PAYMENTS
Good afternoon
Following on from my previous email I have included below for information entries included in Leeds LMC’s
newsletter that has been issued today. Leeds LMC has kindly agreed that Y&H LMC Alliance LMCs can share
this information with constituent practices.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------PCSE – OUTSTANDING REGISTRAR PAYMENTS
The LMC have been advised that PCSE are developing a communications team to advise on pay arrangements
for this cohort of GP trainees. All those whom PCSE have received K4 forms for which do not know if the trainee
will be on the old contract or the new 2016 Junior doctors contract - PCSE will be making a reimbursement
based on the old contract (temporarily to ensure that some form of reimbursement is received rather than
nothing). Once the updated information has been provided to PCSE they will be reconciling accordingly.
NHS England are arranging for the NHS Employers webinars to be held again as feedback from most Yorkshire
& Humber practices is that it was missed as they were not made aware in time. PCSE will be collating questions
to allow for a Q&A at the end of the webinar.

NET have also raised with the LMC that very few practices in Yorkshire have contacted the support service
(commissioned only for a 9-month period) therefore have asked the LMC to support with spreading the message
that there is a support service for all training practices which will support with implementing the 2016 Junior
doctor’s contract and answer any questions the practices have. Please use this service whilst it is still available.
The contact details can be found here: http://www.nhsemployers.org/your-workforce/pay-andreward/medicalstaff/doctors-and-dentists-in-training/information-for-employing-gp-practices
We will of course share details on the repeat webinars and any updates when available.
ON OPEN EXETER NEW ‘HOW TO’GUIDE FOR VIEWING GP REGISTRAR PAYMENTS STATEMENTS
In response to feedback from practices, a new guide on how to view GP registrar payments on Open Exeter
statements is now available to download from the PCSE website. To view it, please click here
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